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This is significant because it is tight after he finds out about his father's murder. At first he refuses to tell his
best friend, Horatio, what he has discovered. By comparison, Hamlet sees his own inaction, when he has every
reason to seek revenge, as pathetic. He is filled with a sense of foreboding, his spirit is troubled, but he
suspects this is no more than womanly cowardice and superstition. Polonius tells Reynaldo to gossip about
Laertes to find out his true actions, to verbally show that Laertes is a free spirit who has acted a bit out of
hand. By having the two men sworn to secrecy, Hamlet can do whatever it takes to seek his revenge against
Claudius. Act II Scene ii line Hamlet says this to himself in his soliloquy, he is doubting the ghost's nature,
with fear that it may be a devil taking advantage of his natural depression. He no longer worries what is right
and wrong â€” he has convinced himself that getting revenge is what God wants him to do. Ay, sir; to be
honest, as this world goes, is to be one man picked out of ten thousand. Horatio and Marcellus cannot hear the
Ghost, but the Ghost is telling Hamlet to make them swear. Hamlet asks Laertes to forgive him, he did not
knowingly kill his father. The ghost refuses to speak to the two men. Though this be madness, yet there is no
method in't. I am but mad north-north-west; when the wind is southerly, I know a hawk from a handsaw. Our
natural hot blooded reaction is cooled by over-analysing the issue. He compares him to a flashy pimp who
wears nice clothes that leads a woman to do filthy acts. He cannot understand how she could be satisfied with
the pathetic replacement she has found. Act II Scene ii line Hamlet, awfully distracted by his book, is
describing the words which his book conveys about old men to Polonius. I could be bounded in a nut-shell,
and count myself a king of infinite space, were it not that I have bad dreams. It is threatening comments like
this that convince Claudius that Hamlet is a threat to him and must be disposed of. He cannot bear the thought
that he may have contributed to the death of this woman he loved and so lashes out. By heaven I charge thee,
speak! Send hither to see. All of his recent good luck appears to Hamlet as proof that he has been saved from
death for a greater purpose â€” to get revenge on Claudius and thus serve him with the divine justice he
deserves for his crimes. They have plentiful lack of wit. Que sera, sera, whatever will be will be.


